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3rd day went well!
Not too many times I get to ride three days in a row, and today was day 3! Oh sure, it would have been nicer if it hadn't been wet
and a bit cold (45 degrees) up on Skyline this morning, but y'know, it's not so bad when you're riding with a good group of guys (no
problem with women but we haven't seen Karen for a week or two). Of course Kevin (the pilot) claimed he was going to be
slug-slow and of course I didn't believe him, but at least this time, even heading up through the park, I stayed with him.
About that wet & drizzle & cold up on Skyline... that used to be the norm for the summer. If anyone would know that, it would be
me, having ridden this loop untold thousands of times over the past 35+ years. In the summer you'd look up to the hills in the
morning and see the fog at the top; sometimes it would burn off before you got there, sometimes not, but when you looked out the
window at 7am, it was always there. Not sure when things changed; could have been 20+ years ago, but the fog went away until just
a couple years ago.
Or maybe, just maybe, it's me that's in a fog. For a few years things cleared up; perhaps I had a period of clarity between being
young & mixed up and being older and living with memories out of step with what my lungs and legs are capable of.
Maybe things will clear up in France. Just 6 days to go before my son and I join the 'Tour. Wonder how this latest scandal, the
"Gang of 5" who have supposedly testified against Lance and admitted to their own doping, will play out. The fog of the Tour de
France. Doesn't matter. For three weeks out of the year, each and every year, France becomes the center of the universe for cycling.
We may have ideas of cheering on for our own favorites, obviously athletes sponsored by Trek, but that's really a pretty small part of
the story. There's something about riding up the same climbs the pros will be racing up, something about thousands of other cyclists
tracing the same path, something about the tens and hundreds of thousands of fans along the way, with nothing better to do than
cheer us on as we head up the hill... as they say, it's all good!
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